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Film journalist and critic Geoffrey Macnab tells the history of the British film
industry from the unique perspective of the mavericks, visionaries and
outsiders who, often against considerable odds, have become successful
producers, distributors, writers, directors, editors, props masters, publicists,
special effects technicians, talent scouts, stars and even moguls.
Some of these individuals, such as Richard Attenborough and David
Puttnam, are widely celebrated names. Others, such as the screenwriter and
editor Alma Reville, also known as Mrs Alfred Hitchcock, or the producer
Betty Box and her director sister Muriel, are far less well known. What they all
have in common, though, is that they found their own pathways into the
British film business, overcoming barriers of nationality, race, class and
gender to do so.
These chapters on historical figures are counterpointed by interviews with
contemporary figures in this vibrant, ever-evolving industry, including
director Amma Asante, writer and filmmaker Julian Fellowes, artist and
director Isaac Julien, novelist and screenwriter Hanif Kureishi, and media
entrepreneur Efe Cakarel, founder of the online film platform MUBI.

Ben Roberts, BFI Chief Executive says:
"I grew up devouring books about the business and the people who work in it.
They opened my eyes to so many moving parts of the industry and I have
always found the career journeys of filmmakers and studio pioneers, VFX
wizards, props masters, distributors and publicists as extraordinary as the
films they have brought to the big screen. The British Film Industry in 25
Careers is a must-read for anyone planning to work in this industry, revealing
the risk-taking decisions, business and creative instincts, entrepreneurial
spirit, and passion for film of so many of my heroes and peers. The UK film
industry has much to offer the next generation coming into the business and
as documentary specialist distributor Andy Whittaker aptly quotes
Mancunian broadcaster and music pioneer Tony Wilson in the book, 'We are
on this planet for 50 to 100 years - so just do things. Don't let barriers get in
your way'."

About the Author
Geoffrey Macnab is a film journalist and critic for The Independent, Financial Times and Screen International. He
has written several books on film, including Stairways to Heaven: Rebuilding the British Film Industry, Ingmar
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Distribution, Searching for Stars: Stardom and Screen Epiphanies.

The Film Distributors’ Association (FDA) represents the interests of film distributors in the UK and Ireland. Its
membership ranges from Hollywood studios to independent operators and is responsible for 99% of all films
released in the territory. The British Film Industry in 25 Careers is the third collaboration between Geoffrey Macnab
and the FDA, and this latest read neatly aligns with one of the FDA’s core workstreams to help develop both new
and existing industry talent, with the ongoing aim of increasing diversity and improving inclusivity in the film
industry.
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